WPREIA Newsletter – July 2016
th

Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, July 19
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with attorney Marty Schwartz
NEW Landlord Minute with Chuck Pupich
Properties for sale – Members can present one property for sale. Bring your For Sale
properties to the meeting, setup flyers on our For Sale table, and make some money
while you learn.
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 9:00 Main Speaker: John Kostelac – of Landlord Service Bureau
Bonus Session: How to Make Offers that Get Accepted with Josh Caldwell
Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea
from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do
a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
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Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area and to be
prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups
now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to
supplement the main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com
website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in
one place. Find it under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(July 14)

Updates from Pittsburgh REIA Part 1
I am sitting in Robyn Thompson's boot camp and I am learning a lot of very valuable stuff. I set up a
series of newsletter updates to go out so that you will think I am still alive this week. I will see you all this
coming Tuesday.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tenant looking for a landlord
This potential renter is a female non-smoker, nearly 50 (January 2017), has degrees from the University
of Pittsburgh and grew up in Squirrel Hill. She has no children, no pets, no live-ins and no addictions. (As
per documentation for clean multi-drug urine test at recent ER visit.)

She as left all her apartments cleaner than they were when she moved in, and can show you "before and
after" photos, invites you to inspect where she lives now.
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She does have residuals from an injury that have left her on Disability, and in need of Section-8 which
guarantees the rent she is approved for:
- 2-bedroom single-occupant accommodation for an extra bedroom for an office because of asthma.
[For 3-bedroom houses, note that spare rooms without doors do not count as "bedrooms."]
Her rent amount inside the City of Pittsburgh Limits has been raised to $978 as of May 2016, but
approval is most easily pressed if the rent is kept as low as possible $850-$950) with at least one utility
included.
(Rent amount might also be increased to cover hiring someone to cut the grass as an accommodation
for her fibromyalgia and arthritis.)
Heating, gas and electric is not a problem - she gets CAP
She also has spiral and LED bulbs for all the sockets and arrives with her own CO Detectors (2 of them)
and 10-year smoke alarms for up to 5 rooms, so you don't need to buy those. She has a tiny kitchen
washer that runs on 110 and it's buddy dryer, also 110 (on wheels). She also has her own mini stove and
large fridge, so you could use yours in another unit if hers fit.
She now has reliable transportation with AWD, so while being near a bus line would be nice, it is not an
absolute requirement.
Would you have a small 2-bedroom house by itself inside the City Boundaries, where she could escape
from other people's smoke and drug fumes, or a 2-bedroom duplex on a property where smoking of any
kind is not permitted?
Dreams of Home
She is also looking at the possibility of purchasing either a small home or a duplex so she could get off
Section-8 and then be able to become more self-sufficient while keeping up the place. Any investors
with inexpensive properties to sell or able/willing to help? She notes this could be done through "Go
Fund Me" or another crowd funding website, and her father may be able to contribute money towards
the purchase as well.
She says, "I have been saving, but every time I have to move, it eats $1500. After 5 moves, this will be
$7,500 lost -- nearly the down-payment on a house, plus all the money spent on storage lockers. I will
never be able to build a new life if I keep starting from scratch. People talk about 'pulling yourself up by
your bootstraps' but that's difficult when your boots keep getting taken out from under you. Does
anybody have some 007 laces?"
Bio:
Before my injuries, I was a traveling performer and storyteller who performed in 21 states and 7
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countries. I also won an award internationally for my short stories in Dublin. Just prior to getting on S-8,
three years' work culminated in winning a grant to start a business, but then my landlady "gentrified"
her property and put me out, so I lost my grant because of the 1-year stable residency requirement. I
also obtained a sponsorship at CMU to work on my current collection of stories and a screenplay
through the MLRC. I had to let this lapse because I couldn't drive to or be seen on campus under the
effects of the fumes coming into my current place, or reeking like teens cutting classes behind a highschool.
Prior to all my moves, while working to overcome my deficits, I volunteered in my community, creating
pre-gentrification Lawrenceville's "Dividing Perennials/Uniting Neighbors" Garden Exchange Program
and teamed with the Lawrenceville Environmental Action Force to create the community perennial farm
garden that ensured everyone who was willing to participate was able to have a beautiful garden.
I still have hopes for my screenplay and stories - a dream to help heal the world through entertainment.
I worked beside Russell Crowe as a stand-in on the set of The Next Three Days and had an opportunity to
spend time talking to Director Paul Haggis about the things he is looking for in screenplays. I still have his
contact info, and if I could ever settle down someplace where I could be safe and not have to keep
moving and packing, I could really do this.
Here's hoping you have a place that would work for both of us!
Thank you,
Angelle
(412) 901-8499
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tim Schooley
Reporter
Pittsburgh Business Times
There’s little to no construction in the works to add to the Pittsburgh market’s office inventory and to
ease the availability of larger blocks of space.
That was a key finding in a second quarter office report issued by Newmark Grubb Knight Frank.
The report indicated vacancy rates declined minimally from the first quarter in the Pittsburgh market, as
more than 192,000 square feet of space was absorbed during the last three months.
“Further, the construction pipeline is essentially dry,” states the report. “Of the 228,000 square feet of
speculative space under construction, 150,000 square feet is committed. While potentially good news
for landlords, marketplace growth may be at risk.”
A lack of new office space under construction comes after PNC Financial Services Group Inc. completed
its new downtown headquarters building and after the JLL Center at Tower Two-Sixty, near Market
Square, was opened.
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A host of new office projects have been proposed in the central business district, at the SouthSide Works
and on the North Shore, but many have yet to announce the leasing of an anchor tenant to kick-start
construction.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Webinar:
Landlords Needed to End Veteran Homelessness!
We owe a great debt of gratitude to our nations service men and women. And once that service is over,
the least we can do is ensure that all veterans have a safe, decent, affordable place to call home.
Unfortunately, On any given night in Allegheny County, 156 veterans, including some with families,
experienced homelessness on a given night. By the end 2016, that number can be 0.
The Rental Housing Work Group would like to share information with all of our landlord partners in
Southwestern PA about opportunities to rent to veterans and the resources and programs available to
ensure veterans secure and successfully maintain housing.
This webinar is the 6th installment in a new series specifically designed to educate private market
landlords on how current humanitarian efforts can grow your business while meeting the needs of your
tenants. So please share far and wide!
The Presenters Are:
Devon Goetze, Veterans Leadership Program of Western Pennsylvania
Stacy Pethia, The Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh
Details
Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016
Time: 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
To ensure all who register can get this vital information, the webinar will be recorded and sent to all
registrants afterwards.
REGISTER HERE https://www3.thedatabank.com/dpg/419/donate.asp?formid=LandlordEvent&c=180669
$25 for Non-Members
Housing Alliance Members Free
To learn about Housing Alliance Membership Click Here
All other questions please, contact Gale Schwartz at gale@housingalliancepa.org or 412-281-1137
The Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania is a statewide membership organization whose mission is to
ensure that all Pennsylvanians, especially those with low incomes, have access to safe, decent,
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affordable and accessible homes.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From a REIA member
Hello, this is our son Leeland Jay Wensel. He's a tough little guy. He's spent most of his short life in the
hospital. My wife, Becky, was thirty-five weeks along when Leeland was delivered on July 28, 2014 by csection at Armstrong Memorial Hospital. He was life flighted almost immediately to Children's leaving
his mom behind. Since then he has been in and out of the hospital(mostly in), with the excellent doctors
and nurses working hard (with God's supervision) day and night, keeping him alive, doing everything
they can to make him better
He has undergone several surgeries, including open heart surgery on October 15,2014, and most
recently spinal cord surgery. There are at least two more surgeries in his future, with a reconstructive
bowel surgery being one of them to remove the colostomy bag he's had since birth.
Long story short, my wife, daughter Kaylee, myself and especially Leeland desperately need your help.
Since I lost my job, I have been searching for another and the hospital and house bills have been adding
up. We are doing everything we can to stay afloat. It has been hard on all of us, dividing our time
between the hospital and home with the job search.
Asking for help, relying on the kindness and support from total strangers is not easy for us, but the time
has come to swallow my pride and hope that you can find it in your heart to help us.
https://www.gofundme.com/leeland-wensel
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We need someone to run the meeting for this month’s Rehabbing Sub-Group meeting
The meeting is
4th Tuesday, Eat N Park, Fox Chapel, Freeport Rd
7-9
Contact Josh (Pittsburghreia@aol.com) or Jim (Jscproperties@comcast.net)
(July 12)

Lots of sub group meetings and some education for you now
Commercial meeting Tuesday (Today)
7pm
At the Kings Restaurant in Heidelburg
Come with your questions and with your deals.
Do some research and bring in something you are excited about.
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Armstrong county sub-group
meeting will be Thursday July 14th at 7pm at Kings family restaurant in west Kittanning at hilltop plaza.
Thank You!
Jason Smith
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Beaver County subgroup.
Staying at Kings for now, and the first meeting is scheduled for Monday, 7 PM July 25 (last monday of
the month).
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------West Virginia Sub Group
It was just a matter of time till we spilled over the border at some point. We that point is now and the
boarder is the WV boarder. At the moment we are just building out the facebook page West Virginia
REIA. If you have interest in investing in WV please join this group.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Robyn Thompson Boot Camp this week.
Starting Thursday, July 14 – 18, 2016 Pittsburgh, PA
I will be in attendance and taking notes as will a large contingent of Pittsburgh REIA members. So I will
be a little hard to get a hold of during that time frame.
Also, Robyn is coming back on August 14th to do an all day seminar (the 2nd one ever) on her buy and
hold rental business. Reserve your seats now by email me Pittsburghreia@aol.com Cost is $15 per
person to attend.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Why the MLS is the worst place to look for a property.
By it’s nature the MLS is the last place you will ever find a deal on a property.
Why am I so sure of this?
Why do I almost never bother to look at the MLS?
Why should you do your own marketing and avoid wasting time on the MLS?
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Let’s start with the people who put houses on the MLS. They are agents and brokers.
What is their goal?
Their goal is to get paid a commission.
Why is this important? It is important because their commission is paid based on a percentage of the
sale price. Let me restate that in a different way. The people who place property on the MLS get paid
more for getting a higher price, so the only way that those professionals will ever let a property go
below it’s actual market price is if they have personally made a colossal mistake.
Agents who make mistakes like this don’t stay in the game very long.
Next up, agents have friends and preferred buyers.
Have you ever spotted a listing pop up on the MLS and go contingent faster than you can dial your
phone? This happens when an agent finds a buyer before the listing is made public. It is called a pocket
listing. Good agents will advertise their pocket listings to their best buyers before the public ever gets a
crack at it. The way to get on an agents preferred buyers list is to buy a bunch of houses at retail price.
As investors, we never want to pay retail price.
Now let’s talk about real deals. All across America there is property where someone will walk away from
$50,000 in equity or more. These people are the mythic beasts that we call motivated sellers. They are
selling because they have a problem. If one of these mythic beasts offers up a deal that is too good to be
true, the real estate agent will explain to them that they are walking away from 50k, and this just will
not work. The agent is obligated to list the property at market price, the deal is now dead.
You need to market to find these deals before the MLS gets a hold of them. One of the greatest things
about real estate is that our market is asymmetric, meaning that no two investors are dealing with the
same bits of information. You can bet your bottom dollar that if I find the big equity deal, the rest of you
will never hear about it. The MLS screws this up and functions much like the stock market where
everyone can see the same price and the same information about what makes that price happen. In our
world, we create offers on property that is not for sale. We make offers to people in various levels of
distress. Our core function is to market to uncover these deals, and then pounce upon them before
everyone else gets to see them. So rather than waste your time on the MLS, go out and market for much
better deals.
To your success
Josh
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Get the dream stealers out of your head.
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As any novice real estate investor can confirm. There are people who will feel the need to judge your
dreams and try to dissuade your from chasing your goals as a real estate investors. All of these people
suck.
The dream stealers will be your friends, your family, and your co-workers. I am here to tell you to ignore
each and every freakin one of them.
They will tell you stupid things like, nobody makes money in real estate, or it can’t be done in this
market, or you can’t risk your family future on such a wild scheme. The negative comments alone could
make a decent sized novel. Little do those fools know that real estate has created more millionaires than
anything else in American history. They have no idea that a job is the ticket to 40+ years of slavery. They
have no idea how little value really exists in their stock portfolio, but they feel the need to offer you
advice.
The dream stealers all have one thing in common, they have never been professional real estate
investors. If they had been then they wouldn’t give you such ridiculous advice.
The first question to ask a dream stealer is, what exactly makes you a subject manner expert?
After a few moments of unintelligent answers you can deflate their entire argument by saying; “So what
you are telling me is that you have an uneducated opinion based on no personal experience and that I
should listen to you?” That line will piss the dream stealer off, but in all fairness, they started it with
their unsolicited and useless advice.
I leave it up to you to chronicle every dream stealer conversation that you have during the early part of
your investing career, and I beg you to seek vengeance. No, I don’t want you to slash their tires, I want
you to let each and every one of them in on your success as soon as you have a big fat “shut up” check in
your hand. Make sure they know how much you made, and what wonderful joyous things you plan to do
with that fat check.
Don’t let the bastards wear you down.
Josh
(July 6)

No Trust Group meeting tonight, and I need a RE agent asap
Well the no Trust Group meeting tonight is pretty easy to understand. The group will meet again next
month. Email me or Colleen or Casey if you have any questions.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I need a real estate agent quickly.
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I need someone (several) agents to help plan the bus tour with Robyn Thompson for next month. Robyn
will be looking for ugly houses, in several areas near the airport. If you think you can help them email me
with your phone number and I will connect you with her office.
Pittsburghreia@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Landlord Sub Group Meeting update
Hello Everyone!
You are receiving this email because of your interest in our landlord subgroup meetings!
I am so excited to tell you this month's speaker is Mr. John Kostelac of Landlord Service Bureau, 12801
Route 30, North Huntingdon, PA 15642! Mr. Kostelac is eager to speak to our group and I am thrilled to
have his landlord expertise for the evening!!! He will talk about his Residential Lease Agreement that so
many landlords have claimed to be iron clad (he may even bring a few for purchase); the Pennsylvania
Landlord-Tenant Act; escrow deposits; Landlord-Tenant Complaint form; Notice to Quit requirements;
are late charges legal; can a residential landlord refuse to rent to a Section 8 voucher holder; the law
governing the disposal of personal property remaining in a rental unit, AND MUCH MORE!
We will meet at:
Eat n Park Restaurant
Waterfront in Homestead
Wednesday, July 13, 2016
6:30 pm - 8:30 pm
Please RSVP to me as soon as possible, we may need to ask Eat n Park to add chairs!!!
If you have any questions, please give me a call at 412-897-9653.
Thank you,
Donna Ondo
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hello landlords
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There is a single working mother with 3 children looking for a 4 bed unit or 3 bed anywhere in Allegheny
county.
Landlord has to be willing to do a section 8 similar inspection. The case manager is very familiar with the
inspection, and can answer questions or concerns any potential landlord has with regard to what may
cause a failed inspection on their property.
Please let me know if you can help. Thank you!
Best,
Gale
Gale Schwartz
Project Specialist
Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania
710 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1000
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(p) 412.281.1137
www.housingalliancepa.org

(July 2)

Happy 4th of July, REIA has news for you
Benjamin Franklin: “Where liberty dwells, there is my country.”
As we move forward and celebrate this 4th of July, I urge you all to remember the Founding Fathers of
this great nation and risk that they took to throw off the shackles of their rulers. In order to birth a
nation where the individual held all of the power, and the government worked to protect the freedom
of that individual.
This is the exception, that is spoken of when we talk of American exceptionalism. That the foundation of
our society is that the free man can not and shall not be oppressed by those who hold power.
The brilliance of our founding document and highest law of the land is such that the U.S. Constitution
sets in stone a number of rights for the citizens and restricts the power of the government and people
who hold positions of power over the sovereign citizens.
Try to remember the brave men and risked their lives and their fortunes to assure that we have
important things like the right to free speech, the right to defend ourselves, and the right to worship or
not as we choose to do so. Prior to the founding of America, there was no place on Earth where any
individual had these rights, and there are few places where individuals have these rights now.
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Enjoy your cookouts and fireworks.
Josh
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I get a lot of questions from REIA members during the month, I really need to be better about sharing
the answers for the whole group.
#1 Question - I have been studying real estate investment for over a year now. The time is right to create
my business plan, put together a team and begin the journey. Looking to establish some clarity around
by vision for the business with reasonable expectations. From there....the first investment. I welcome
any advice....
Answer - SCREW that business plan, it is an irrelevant waste of time.
Go take action. We get paid to negotiate deals, everything else is time wasting busy work, and a business
plan is a lot of time.
Make this simple. Start with the life that you want. I want X in the bank and Y cash flow per month. Then
figure out what deals you need to make that happen. Don't wait to get the answer before you start
doing deals. We get paid to do deals, start by doing a deal (flip, wholesale, lease purchase, whatever) but
start by making money. This is the real world, academic exercises are a way to look busy, but not a way
to make money. If your effort doesn’t make you money then your effort is wrong.
I hope that helps
#2 question - I am young, broke, and I have bad credit, is there any way for me to make money in real
estate? I tried to buy a house, but all I did was lose $5000 because I couldn’t close the deal.
Answer #2 - Your credit is irrelevant. I buy houses all the time and nobody ever asks me what my credit
is because I don’t buy from the MLS. The good deals are never on the MLS. The problem with the MLS is
that everyone with an internet connection can find a property on the MLS so the second that it is listed
the tigers pounce on the good deals (actually the good deals get sold before they should up publicly)
What you need to do is to learn how to buy creatively. REIA is a great place for that.
You need to start with your marketing. You NEED to be actively marketing to people who aren't
currently selling their property or who are trying to sell but suck at it.
Once you find one of the thousands of people who could potentially be a motivated seller, the big
question for them is "why are you selling" Burned out landlords, owners of vacant property, out of state
owners, people going through divorce, pre foreclosure, and inherited property are all good searches.
Once you know what their problem is then you can craft an offer that will help them out of their
problem. You may even want to learn multiple offer strategies.
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Don't worry about screwing up your offers, you will do that, but screwing up is part of the learning
process.
Now this is super important!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I don't want you losing any more money, that was a tax for being uneducated. From now on I want you
to make your offers with an option rather than a purchase and sale agreement. This gives you the option
but not the obligation to buy a property, so if you can't close (wholesale it) Then you just get your
deposit money back. Go to your local RE attorney and ask them to either create one or modify one so
that it fits your state law. Now you are going to want to choose your lawyer wisely since this is the
person who will close your deals for you.
I hope that helps.
Josh
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Robyn Thompson part 3
If you missed the Robyn Thompson all day seminar on the 25th then you should sit in a corner till you
redeem yourself. Robyn taught for 8 hours, and in the end, the crowd gave her a standing ovation. It was
that freakin good. She covered a lot of subject matter, from marketing, to offers, to deal evaluating, to
dealing with contractors and more.
Now pay attention because this is the important part. Robyn was so overwhelmed by the enthusiasm of
Pittsburgh REIA members, that she is going to come back for another day with us. This time will be 100%
different material. This time she will be covering her buy and hold (landlord) strategy. She is even
offering to share her spreadsheet with all of the numbers. Purchase price, cash flow, everything in her 5
million dollar rental portfolio.
The event will be August 14th, this is a Sunday. From 9 – 5. At the Sheraton Hotel Pittsburgh Airport.
It will cost a whopping $25 and you need to email me to register. We can only take 160 people for this,
so hurry up Pittsburghreia@aol.com to reserve your seat.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Landlords Needed to End Veteran Homelessness!
A Rental Housing Work Group Webinar
Register Here
https://www3.thedatabank.com/dpg/419/mtglistproc.asp?formid=LandlordEvent&caleventid=30705
Details
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• Date: Wednesday, July 20, 2016
• Time: 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
• $25 for Non-Members / Housing Alliance Members Free
We owe a great debt of gratitude to our nation’s service men and women. And once that service is over,
the least we can do is ensure that all veterans have a safe, decent, affordable place to call home.
Unfortunately, on any given night in Allegheny County, 156 veterans, including some with families,
experienced homelessness on a given night. By the end 2016, that number can be 0.
The Rental Housing Work Group would like to share information with all of our landlord partners in
Southwestern PA about opportunities to rent to veterans and the resources and programs available to
ensure veterans secure and successfully maintain housing.
This webinar is the 6th installment in a new series specifically designed to educate private market
landlords on how current humanitarian efforts can grow your business while meeting the needs of your
tenants. So please share far and wide!
The Presenters Are:
• Devon Goetze, Veterans Leadership Program of Western Pennsylvania
• Stacy Pethia, The Housing Authority of the City of Pittsburgh
To ensure all who register can get this vital information, the webinar will be recorded and sent to all
registrants afterwards.
To learn about Housing Alliance Membership and all other questions please, contact Gale Schwartz at
gale@housingalliancepa.org or 412-281-1137.
Convened by the Southwestern Pennsylvania Housing Alliance, the Rental Housing Work Group is a
coalition of organizations and individuals committed to expanding affordable quality rental options for
individuals and families who face barriers to housing. Using collaboration, coordination, education and
risk management, we bring nonprofits together with rental housing owners and managers to advance
the goal of a home within reach of every southwestern Pennsylvanian.
The Rental Housing Work Group was formed under the Southwestern Pennsylvania Housing Alliance
Network, which is a broad-based venue for persons interested in the community development,
affordable housing and homeless arenas to come together, discuss trends, share resources, and develop
strategies to meeting the housing needs of our community.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------14
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LED LIGHTING
by Sharon Slean - Indoff Energy Solutions - LED Retrofit & New 412-992-8223
LED technology (Light Emitting Diodes) or also referred to as SSL (Solid State Lighting) has been in
existence for many years. Only recently, because of improvements in the manufacturing process,
acceptance in the market and a significant reduction in price have made it a very desirable alternative to
traditional lighting.
The benefits are numerous including; savings in electricity consumption and maintenance reduction,
plus a beautiful, crisper, whiter light!
Virtually every light that you look at today (that is not an LED) is going to replaced (new LED fixtures) or
retrofitted (install LED lights in existing fixtures) in the next 10 years. Retrofitting when possible provides
the greatest savings.
LED is revolutionizing the lighting industry the same way the semi conductor changed the world in the
last 30 years.
A basic energy savings example:
1 - 60watt incandescent bulb - burned 8 hrs per day - @.10 per kwh = $17.52 per year to operate
1 -9watt LED (60watt equiv) 8 hrs per day - @.10 per kwh = $2.63 per year to operate
The numbers add up quickly particularly with fluorescent tubes, parking lot, spot, flood and highbay
lights.
Lifetime
As solid-state light sources, LEDs have very long lifetimes and are generally very robust. While
incandescent bulbs may have an expected lifetime (to failure) of 1000 hours.
Low maintenance
The long lifetime of LEDs reduces the need to replace failed lamps, and this can lead to significant
savings, particularly in the cost of sending out maintenance crews. This also makes LED fixtures useful
for installation in relatively inaccessible locations.
Efficiency
LEDs are high-efficiency light sources. White LEDs with efficacies of 25 lumens per watt and up are
commercially available, exceeding the performance of incandescent and most fluorescent sources.
Environmental
LEDs do not contain mercury and in many cases steps are being taken to replace lead-containing solders
(used mainly to fix LEDs to circuit boards) with lead-free material. The energy-efficient nature of LEDs
also makes them environmentally friendly.
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Heat
LEDs don't produce heat in the form of infrared radiation, which makes incandescent bulbs hot to the
touch. The absence of IR radiation allows LED fixtures to be positioned in locations where heating from
conventional sources would cause a particular problem e.g. illuminating food or textiles.
Cost
In many applications, LEDs are expensive compared with other light sources. However, the high initial
cost of LED-based systems is offset by lower energy consumption, lower maintenance costs and other
factors.
Instantaneous switch-on
LEDs switch on rapidly, even when cold.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Apartment Occupancy Surge Tops 96% In Second Quarter
Submitted by The Editors on Wed, 06/29/2016 - 12:14pm
Demand for U.S. rental apartments surged during the second quarter of 2016, gaining momentum after
a sluggish performance in the first three months of the year, according to a new report from the
RealPage.com MFP Research Division.
The occupied apartment count across the nation’s 100 largest metros increased by 127,402 units in the
second quarter, according to the report.
This is one of the biggest quarterly demand totals posted throughout recent years, topping 2015’s
second quarter demand volume by 23 percent. Furthermore, apartment demand from April to June well
surpassed completions totaling 67,550 units, according to MFP Research.
“Any concerns that the market couldn’t handle this year’s increase in apartment deliveries appear
unfounded for the moment,” Greg Willett, chief economist of RealPage, said in a press release.
Surge in Apartment Occupancy says Greg Willett of MFP Research
Greg Willett, chief economist of RealPage
“As we’ve hit prime leasing season, the greater product availability—brought by sizable new supply—is
revealing bigger product demand capacity. Initial lease-up for most new additions is registering at a very
healthy pace, and we’re managing to squeeze a few more residents into an existing stock that’s been
essentially full for quite a while.”
Apartment Occupancy Returns to Peak Level
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U.S. apartment occupancy inched up to 96.2 percent in the second quarter, regaining the bit of ground
lost in late 2015 and early 2016.
Current occupancy matches this economic cycle’s previous peak rate seen in the third quarter of last
year. The only time occupancy has been tighter was at the height of the tech boom in 2000 and early
2001.
“Occupancy remains stronger than the norm during past periods of substantial construction,” Willett
said in the release. “The fact that few young adults are opting for home purchases right now is helping
the occupancy performance. Economic growth is bringing new renters in through the front door. At the
same time, the number of existing residents exiting out the back for other housing options is limited.”
Rent Growth Remains Robust
Typical rents for new residents climbed another 1.8 percent during the second quarter, taking the price
increase seen over the past 12 months to 4.6 percent. Monthly rents for new resident leases now
average at $1,282.
Influenced by the increased volume of new supply that apartment owners and operators have in the
initial leasing stage, average annual rent growth has slowed modestly from this economic cycle’s peak
growth of 5.6 percent, seen in the third quarter of 2015. However, today’s annual rent growth pace is
still very substantial compared to the long-term historical norm that runs just under 3 percent.
“Annual rent growth in the range of 4 to 5 percent is an unprecedented result six years into a growth
cycle,” Willett said in the release. Annual rent change has been positive for 24 consecutive quarters,
with the average price increase during that period registering at 3.8 percent. For comparison, the mid2000s growth cycle lasted for 19 quarters, and annual rent growth averaged 2.8 percent in that span.
Among individual large metros, Sacramento is now the country’s rent growth leader for the first time
ever. Pricing for new-resident leases in Sacramento climbed 9.7 percent during the past year. The
following list shows current top performing metros for annual rent growth.
Leaders in Annual Rent Growth for New Residents Year Ending in the Second Quarter 2016
Rank Metro Rent Growth
1 Sacramento,CA 9.7%
2 Portland, OR 8.8%
3 Seattle-Tacoma, WA 8.2%
4 Phoenix, AZ 7.6%
5 Nashville, TN (tie) 7.2%
5 Oakland, CA 7.2%
7 Fort Worth, TX 6.8%
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8 Los Angeles, CA (tie) 6.7%
9 Riverside-San Bernardino, CA 6.7%
10 Fort Lauderdale, FL 6.6%
11 Las Vegas, NV 6.4%
12 San Diego, CA 6.3%
13 West Palm Beach, FL 6.2%
14 Atlanta, GA 6.0%
Select Metros Losing Steam
While annual rent growth remains near this cycle’s peak levels in most metros, pricing power is cooling
meaningfully in a handful of spots.
After San Francisco, Oakland and San Jose metros, experienced huge rent growth for several years, the
size of price increases is coming back to levels that appear more realistically sustainable now that the
region’s building activity has climbed to record volumes. Similarly, a substantial amount of new product
additions have slowed Denver-Boulder’s annual rent growth pace, after record price increases occurred
earlier in this economic cycle.
Importantly, the Bay Area metros and Denver-Boulder are posting strong apartment demand. Increased
deliveries haven’t resulted in vacancy issues. Thus, while rent growth has slowed from the very robust
levels achieved recently, price increases are still strong relative to the long-term norm.
In contrast, Houston’s current pricing is weak, not just a slowdown from previous results. Rent growth is
close to disappearing due to slowing economic growth occurring alongside aggressive apartment
construction. In fact, actual price cuts have emerged in several of the neighborhoods adding the most
supply.
Markets Losing Rent Growth Momentum
Second Quarter 2016 VS Second Quarter 2015 Annual Rent Growth
Metro Q2 2016 Q2 2015 Change
San Jose,CA 3.6% 10.0% -640 basis points
San Francisco, CA 4.7% 9.9% -520 basis points
Oakland, CA 7.2% 11.8% -460 basis points
Denver-Boulder, CO 5.6% 10.2% -460 basis points
Houston, TX 1.1% 5.0% -390 basis points
Peak Deliveries Lie Just Ahead
A recent slowdown in the number of multifamily housing units authorized by building permits suggests
that the apartment construction volume should soon cool slightly. For now, however, ongoing building
remains in line with the very high levels posted over the past year or two.
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Properties totaling 534,743 units are under construction in the nation’s 100 largest metros.
“With so much additional product finishing very quickly, the apartment leasing environment could
become more competitive in the short-term,” Willett said. “A large block of new supply is scheduled to
finish, just as demand registers its routine seasonal slowdown in the winter months. However, barring a
pronounced stumble in economic growth, there’s nothing suggesting future stock is going to cause bigpicture problems.”
For further information on MPF Research, visit https://www.realpage.com/mpf-research/
(June 23)

Robyn Thompson this Saturday - time, address, and updates
First off, if you missed the main Pittsburgh REIA meeting on Tuesday and you missed the preview of this
event, then shame on you. We have the room set for 200 people and it was full. We had to expand into
the adjacent ballroom for this meeting. It was better than advertised. Robyn covered a variety of topics
including marketing, wholesaling, being a landlord, and of course flipping houses for big money. The
meeting went on till 930 and crowd would have stayed there till midnight if Robyn had kept on talking.
There is a reason why Robyn Thompson is the #1 real estate speaker in the country. Lucky for us, she is
from PA and she likes to come home for a visit every once in a while.
This Saturday Robyn will be teaching another class, this time it will be an all day class.
When - THIS Saturday June 25th
9 am till 5 pm with a lunch break in the middle.
Where - The Pittsburgh Airport Sheraton Hotel
1160 Thorn Run Rd
Coraopolis, PA 15108
What will be covered Everything from marketing, wholesaling, creative finance, flipping houses for big money, dealing with
contractors, running your business like a business and not a hobby, and more.
How to register - Email Josh at Pittsburghreia.com I will still take registration at the door but I need a
general head count for the hotel.
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What does it cost to attend? $25 that is what the hotel is charging me, so that is what I am charging you.
They don't care if you stay all day or if you eat, they are still charging me. All you have to do is to bring
check, cash or credit card to the door Saturday morning, and you are in, but I really do need a head
count so email me if you are coming.
To your success
Josh
NOTICE ------------------If you already paid for Robyn's 5 day boot camp and you wish to reserve a seat for the Pittsburgh boot
camp then you need to quickly get off your butt and call Gina in Robyn Thompson's office (not Josh)
(931) 249-2924. You will need to tell her that you want to get into the Pittsburgh boot camp. This is not
for the one day class on Saturday, this is for the 5 day boot camp in Pittsburgh that Robyn is doing for
Pittsburgh REIA. If you want to attend one of her boot camps in Florida, Gina can also help you with that.
I know that life happens and you may not be able to attend in Pittsburgh, some of you will be forced to
go to Florida, sorry, lol
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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